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The Venera (Russian: Ð’ÐµÐ½ÐµÌ•Ñ€Ð°, pronounced [vÊ²ÉªËˆnÊ²É›rÉ™]) series space probes were
developed by the Soviet Union between 1961 and 1984 to gather data from Venus, Venera being the
Russian name for Venus.As with some of the Soviet Union's other planetary probes, the later versions were
launched in pairs with a second vehicle launched soon after the first.
Venera - Wikipedia
The Russian Space Agency is one of the partners in the International Space Station (ISS) program; it
contributed the core space modules Zarya and Zvezda, which were both launched by Proton rockets and
later were joined by NASA's Unity Module.The Rassvet module was launched aboard Space Shuttle Atlantis
and will be primarily used for cargo storage and as a docking port for visiting spacecraft.
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Historic Spacecraft PO Box 704 Jackson, MI 49204 Mars Probes Comparison of several Mars probes. (View
Larger Version)Historical Overview of Mars Exploration. Since the early 1960's, dozens of spacecraft have
been sent to explore Mars.
Mars Probes | Historic Spacecraft
Space The Far Lands DESCRIPTION: Space is the final frontier, not because its exploration is the pinnacle
of human endeavour -- it isn't -- but because it is vast.The third of three pages on Space (one of the Field
Nodes comprising the subject tree of The Telson Spur), this page is a list of links to on-line resources on the
future of space exploration (including space development, space ...
The Telson Spur: Field Nodes -- Space (3): The Frontier
The goal of the Space Studies Colloquium is to bring guest researchers from the astronautical and space
science communities in both industry and academia to support space-related scholarship in the Department
of Space Studies and at UND and other North Dakota institutions of higher education.
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